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In this paper we consider two different model reduction ap-
proaches for elastic multibody systems with moving loads.
The first approach is based on a parametric formulation of
the input and output matrices and application of paramet-
ric model reduction. In the second approach, we approx-
imate the time-varying input matrix in a low-dimensional
subspace and perform model reduction of a time-invariant
system. Both approaches are compared for a thin-walled
cylinder model with a rotating force.

1 Introduction
A more precise modelling of engineering problems leads

to models of ever increasing complexity. In computa-
tional mechanics, the dynamics of elastic multibody sys-
tems (EMBS) composed of rigid and flexible bodies is stud-
ied numerically. Such systems have a large number of de-
grees of freedom if, for example, the finite element method
(FEM) [1, 2] is used for considering the deformations. This
inevitably leads to extremely large systems of ordinary dif-
ferential equations or differential-algebraic equations if the
motion is restricted by some constraints. The resulting sys-
tems demand often huge computational effort. In order to
decrease the computational complexity, a large-scale system
can be replaced by a reduced-oder model that approximates
the dynamical behavior and preserves the structure and phys-
ical properties of the original system. This procedure known
as model reduction has become very popular in a variety of
applications, e.g., [3, 4, 5, 6]. In the last decades, many dif-
ferent model reduction techniques have been developed for
linear and nonlinear systems, see the books [7,4,8,9] and the
recent survey [10].
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In this paper, we consider model order reduction of
linear mechanical systems with moving loads. Such sys-
tems arise in many practical problems including modelling
of working gears, milling processes, crankshafts and cranes
[11, 12, 13, 14]. Moving loads can be incorporated into the
system via a parameter-dependent input matrix, where the
parameter describes the position of the acting force and, in
general, depends on the time. Two different simplifications
lead to different systems to be reduced. First, we assume that
the parameter is time independent. In this case, any paramet-
ric model order reduction (PMOR) method [15, 16, 17, 18]
can be applied to the resulting system. It is another ap-
proach, to consider a linear time-varying (LTV) system, in
which only the input and output matrices are time-dependent.
For model reduction of such systems, we can use balanced
truncation methods developed in [19,20,21]. However, these
methods are computationally expensive and storage demand-
ing. Therefore, the development of more efficient model
reduction techniques for LTV systems is of great interest.
In [22], a model reduction approach for systems with time-
varying input matrix has been presented which consists of
an approximation of the input matrix in a low-dimensional
subspace followed by model reduction of a linear time-
invariant (LTI) system with a modified input. In this ap-
proach, it is assumed that a trajectory of moving load is
known before the simulation. Here, we present a compari-
son of two model reduction approaches based on PMOR and
approximation of the input matrix for a thin-walled cylinder
model with a rotating force. Note that systems with moving
loads can also be modelled as switched systems consisting of
LTI subsystems. Model reduction of such systems has been
discussed in [23].

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the equations of motion of EMBS and formu-
late a model reduction problem. In Section 3, two differ-
ent modelling approaches for elastic systems with moving
loads are considered and model reduction of the resulting



systems is discussed. Some results of numerical experiments
for a cylinder model are presented in Section 4.

2 Elastic multibody systems and model reduction
problem
The dynamics of an EMBS can be modelled using the

floating frame of reference formulation [2] by the nonlinear
differential equations of motion

 mIII mc̃ccT(qqq) CCCT
t

mc̃cc(qqq) JJJ(qqq) CCCT
r (qqq)

CCCt CCCr(qqq) MMMe

aaa
ααα

q̈qq

+

 0
0

KKKeqqq+DDDeq̇qq

=

hhht
hhhr
hhhe

.
(1)

These equations describe the nonlinear rigid body motion
with the translational and rotational accelerations aaa and ααα,
respectively, and the linear elastic deformation with the nodal
displacement vector qqq. The rigid body is characterized by
the mass m, inertia JJJ and center of mass c̃cc. The right-hand
side contains the acting forces hhht , hhhr and hhhe. The rigid
and elastic parts in (1) are coupled by the matrices CCCt and
CCCr(qqq). The elastic continuum is considered as a spatially
discretized body with the symmetric positive definite mass
matrix MMMe ∈RN×N , the symmetric semidefinite stiffness ma-
trix KKKe ∈ RN×N and the damping matrix DDDe ∈ RN×N , which
is often taken as Rayleigh damping, i.e., DDDe = αMMMe + βKKKe
with α,β > 0.

The fine spatial discretization of the elastic body leads
to a high dimension N. In this case, model order reduction
is needed in order to decrease the computational complex-
ity and speed up the simulations. Thereby, the rigid body
part remains unchanged, and only the elastic part is reduced.
Consequently, the structure of the EMBS equations of mo-
tion (1) is retained allowing the use of efficient solvers es-
pecially developed for multibody systems. Decoupling the
elastic part from (1) leads to a LTI system

MMMeq̈qq+DDDeq̇qq+KKKeqqq = BBBeuuu,

where the input uuu ∈ Rm describes the acting forces dis-
tributed onto the elastic body by the input matrix BBBe ∈RN×m.
The problem becomes much more difficult if the acting
forces or loads change their position in space. In a more
general setting, we obtain a parametric time-varying system

MMMeq̈qq+DDDeq̇qq+KKKeqqq = BBBe(ppp(t))uuu,

yyy =CCCe(ppp(t))qqq
(2)

with a time-dependent parameter vector

ppp(t) = [pppT
[1](t), . . . , pppT

[m](t)]
T ,

where ppp[ j](t) describes the position of the j-th force at time
t ∈ [0,T ]. The second equation in (2) is the output equation,

where the output yyy ∈ Rl contains the nodal displacements of
interest obtained by using the output matrix CCCe ∈Rl×N . If the
elastic deformation at positions of moving loads is observed,
then the output matrix takes the form

CCCe(ppp(t)) = BBBT
e (ppp(t)).

The goal of model reduction is to approximate system (2) by
a reduced-order model

M̃MMe
¨̃qqq+ D̃DDe

˙̃qqq+ K̃KKeq̃qq = B̃BBe(ppp(t))uuu,

ỹyy = C̃CCe(ppp(t))q̃qq,
(3)

with the system matrices M̃MMe, D̃DDe, K̃KKe ∈ Rr×r, B̃BBe ∈ Rr×m,
C̃CCe ∈ Rl×r and r� N. The preservation of the second-order
structure and the parameter dependency in the reduced model
is essential, because this model has to be coupled back to
the rigid body part resulting in the reduced EMBS system,
see [24] for detailed descriptions.

3 Model reduction of an elastic body subjected to
moving loads
In this section, we present two modelling approaches for

elastic systems with moving loads and consider model order
reduction of the resulting systems.

3.1 Parametric model order reduction with matrix
interpolation

As discussed in [25], the moving load problem can be
described by a parametric LTI system

MMMeq̈qq+DDDeq̇qq+KKKeqqq = BBBe(ppp)uuu,

yyy =CCCe(ppp)qqq,
(4)

with a time-independent parameter ppp. Here, the parameter
dependency in the input and output matrices is supposed to
be affine

BBBe(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)BBBe,i, CCCe(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)CCCe,i (5)

with ∑
k
i=1 ωi(ppp) = 1 and ωi(ppp j) = δi j for i, j = 1, . . . ,k,

where ppp j represents a local parameter value. For model
reduction of parametric systems, a variety of techniques,
in particular based on interpolation, have been developed
[15,26,17,18] and applied to structured systems [25,27,28].
In this paper, only the PMOR technique based on matrix in-
terpolation [29, 18] is considered.

First, for given parameters pppi, i= 1, . . . ,k, a linear model
order reduction technique based on Petrov-Galerkin projec-
tion is employed to compute the local reduced-order systems

M̃MMe,i
¨̃qqqi + D̃DDe,i

˙̃qqqi + K̃KKe,iq̃qqi = B̃BBe,i(pppi)uuu,
ỹyyi = C̃CCe,i(pppi)q̃qqi



with the projected system matrices

M̃MMe,i =VVV T
i MMMeVVV i, D̃DDe,i =VVV T

i DDDeVVV i, K̃KKe,i =VVV T
i KKKeVVV i,

B̃BBe,i =VVV T
i BBBe(pppi), C̃CCe,i =CCCe(pppi)VVV i.

(6)

We use here a one-sided projection in order to preserve the
symmetry in the reduced mass, damping and stiffness matri-
ces. For nonsymmetric problems, the two-side projection can
be applied. Note that the projection matrices VVV i in (6) have
the same number r of columns for i = 1, . . . ,k. To enable
the interpolation of the resulting systems, the independently
calculated reduced state vectors q̃qqi have to be transformed to
q̃qq∗i = TTT−1

i q̃qqi with

TTT−1
i = RRRTVVV i and RRRT RRR = III.

This guarantees that the reduced systems are described in the
same set of coordinates

q̃qq∗1 = . . .= q̃qq∗k = q̃qq∗.

In order to determine the matrix RRR, all projection matrices
VVV i are combined to a matrix VVV all = [VVV 1, . . . ,VVV k] and the sin-
gular value decomposition VVV all =UUUΣΣΣVVV T is computed. Then
RRR = UUU(:,1 : r) is constructed by the r left singular vectors
corresponding to the r largest singular values of VVV all. The
transformed local reduced-order system has the form

M̃MMi
¨̃qqq
∗
+ D̃DDi

˙̃qqq
∗
+ K̃KKiq̃qq

∗ = B̃BBiuuu,

ỹyyi = C̃CCiq̃qq
∗ (7)

with

M̃MMi = TTT T
i M̄MMe,iTTT i, D̃DDi = TTT T

i D̄DDe,iTTT i, K̃KKi = TTT T
i K̄KKe,iTTT i,

B̃BBi = TTT T
i B̄BBe,i, C̃CCi = C̄CCe,iTTT i.

This additional transformation enables a direct interpolation
between the reduced system matrices

M̃MM(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)M̃MMi, D̃DD(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)D̃DDi,

K̃KK(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)K̃KKi,

B̃BB(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)B̃BBi, C̃CC(ppp) =
k

∑
i=1

ωi(ppp)C̃CCi

(8)

because all individually reduced systems contain the reduced
coordinates q̃qq∗. Therefore, the parameter dependency in (5)
is retained in the reduced system. Note that although the
original parameter-dependent system only contains varia-
tions in the input and output matrices, all reduced system
matrices vary with the parameter because of the parameter-
dependent projection matrices.

3.2 Approximation of the input matrix
Another model reduction approach for mechanical sys-

tems with moving loads was proposed in [22]. It exploits the
special structure of the input matrix BBBe(ppp(t)) in the spatially
discretized system. This matrix can be written as

BBBe(ppp(t)) =
[

bbb(ppp[1](t)), . . . , bbb(ppp[m](t))
]
,

where the components of bbb= [ϕ1, . . . , ϕN ]T are the FEM test
functions and ppp[ j](t) describes the position of the j-th force.
The model reduction approach consists of two steps. In the
first step, the input matrix BBBe(ppp(t)) is approximated by

BBBe(ppp(t))≈ B̂BBeΨΨΨ(ppp(t)),

where B̂BBe ∈ RN×n with n � N is a constant matrix and
ΨΨΨ(ppp(t)) ∈ Rn×m has the form

ΨΨΨ(ppp(t)) =
[

ψψψ(ppp[1](t)), . . . , ψψψ(ppp[m](t))
]

(9)

with an appropriately chosen vector-valued function
ψψψ(ppp[ j](t)). Introducing a new input ûuu(t) = ΨΨΨ(ppp(t))uuu(t), we
obtain the system

MMMe
¨̂qqq+DDDe

˙̂qqq+KKKeq̂qq = B̂BBeûuu, (10)
ŷyy = CCCe(ppp(t)) q̂qq (11)

with the time-independent input matrix B̂BBe. Analogously, we
can also approximate the output matrix that gives rise to ad-
ditional errors in the output. Since in the following descrip-
tion only one-sided projection is used, we do not pursue this
further. In the second step, we compute the reduced-order
model

M̃MMe
¨̃qqq+ D̃DDe

˙̃qqq+ K̃KKeq̃qq = B̃BBeûuu, (12)

ỹyy = C̃CCe(ppp(t))q̃qq, (13)

where

M̃MMe =VVV T MMMeVVV , D̃DDe =VVV T DDDeVVV , K̃KKe =VVV T KKKeVVV ,

B̃BBe =VVV T B̂BBe, C̃CCe(ppp(t)) =CCCe(ppp(t))VVV

with the projection matrix VVV ∈ RN×r determined by some
structure-preserving model reduction method like SOAR
[30], MIRA [31] or SO-IRKA [32].

An advantage of the presented two-step model reduction
approach is that there is an error bound composed of the error
bounds at the approximation and model reduction steps. For
the matrix-valued functions

FFF : [a,b]→ RN×m, HHH : C→ CN×m,



we define the following norms

‖FFF‖L2(a,b) =

 b∫
a

‖FFF(t)‖2
2 dt

1/2

,

‖FFF‖L∞(a,b) = sup
t∈[a,b]

‖FFF(t)‖2,

‖HHH‖H2
=

 ∞∫
−∞

‖HHH(iω)‖2
F dω

1/2

,

‖HHH‖H∞
= sup

ω∈R
‖HHH(iω)‖2,

where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, ‖ ·‖2 denotes the spec-

tral matrix norm, and ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius matrix
norm. Let

ĤHH(s) = (s2MMMe + sDDDe +KKKe)
−1B̂BBe,

H̃HH(s) =VVV (s2M̃MMe + sD̃DDe + K̃KKe)
−1B̃BBe,

be the transfer functions of (10) with the output ŷyy∗ = q̂qq and
of (12) with the output ỹyy∗ =VVV q̃qq, respectively. Then we have
the error bounds

‖yyy− ỹyy‖L2(0,T ) ≤ c2 ‖BBBe(ppp)− B̂BBeΨΨΨ(ppp)‖L2(0,T )‖uuu‖L∞(0,T )

+γ‖ĤHH− H̃HH‖H∞
‖ûuu‖L2(0,∞),

‖yyy− ỹyy‖L∞(0,T ) ≤ c∞‖BBBe(ppp)− B̂BBeΨΨΨ(ppp)‖L∞(0,T )‖uuu‖L∞(0,T )

+γ‖ĤHH− H̃HH‖H2
‖ûuu‖L2(0,∞)

with some constants c2,c∞,γ > 0, see [22] for details. These
error bounds imply that small approximation errors in the
input matrix and small model reduction errors lead to small
errors in the output ỹyy of the reduced-order model (12), (13).

This suggests to reformulate the approximation problem
for the input matrix as a continuous linear least squares
(LLS) minimization problem: Given a vector-valued func-
tion ψψψ, find a matrix B̂BBe ∈ RN×n which minimizes the
L2-norm error

‖BBBe(ppp)−B̂BBeΨΨΨ(ppp)‖L2(0,T )=

 T∫
0

‖BBBe(ppp(t))−B̂BBeΨΨΨ(ppp(t))‖2dt

1/2

with ΨΨΨ as in (9). Assuming that the force position vector ppp
is known on the time interval [0,T ] and taking into account
the structure of the columns of BBBe, the components of ψψψ can
be chosen as Legendre polynomials or as FEM test functions
on a coarse grid, see [22] for a detailed description.

4 Numerical experiments
In this section, we present the comparison results for

the considered model reduction approaches applied to a thin-
walled cylinder with a rotating force described in [11]. For

Fig. 1. A thin-walled cylinder model with the rotating contact force
Fcyl(t)

solving the nonlinear EMBS in the time domain, we use
the multibody simulation code Neweul-M2 [33], whereas the
reduced-order models were computed using MATLAB.

4.1 Mechanical model
To simulate the turning of a thin-walled cylinder in an

EMBS environment, highly accurate descriptions of the elas-
tic behavior are indispensable [11]. The force between the
cylinder and the tool changes its position, meaning that each
node on the surface might be actuated in the simulation
model. Figure 1 shows the thin-walled cylinder with the con-
tact force Fcyl(t) modelled as a point force. Observing the
displacement at the position of the rotating force, we obtain
a single-input single-output system. For easier comparison
of the two presented descriptions of the load movement, the
cylinder is fixed and the force is rotating inside the cylin-
der. A single parameter p describes the angular position of
the force around the circumference at the tip of the cylinder.
The finite element model consists of 180 nodes around the
circumference and 82 nodes in longitudinal direction. Each
node contains three translational degrees of freedom. After
removing rigidly fixed nodes, we get N = 43983 indepen-
dent degrees of freedom. The magnitude of the frequency
response |H(i2π f )| of the cylinder model with the input and
output node at the tip is depicted in Figure 2 for the frequency
range [0, 3000] Hz.

4.2 Reference solution with various model reduction
techniques

The original elastic body cannot be calculated in the
EMBS environment due to the large amount of elastic de-
grees of freedom. Hence, the reference solution is generated
with the classical EMBS approach based on the Component
Mode Synthesis (CMS) with a combination of two sets of
modes. Thereby, a certain number of eigenmodes represents
the harmonic behavior of the elastic body and the static de-
formation is described by static modes. For each possibly
actuated node and direction, one static mode is calculated.
In this example, this leads to 3× 180 static modes for all
nodes around the circumference and three translational de-
grees of freedom. Additional 10 eigenmodes already deliver
very satisfying results in the frequency domain, see [34]. To
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Fig. 2. Frequency response H(i2π f ) of the cylinder model

check the quality of the obtained reference system, a second
reduced-order model with r = 1068 degrees of freedom is
determined by applying a block-Arnoldi algorithm with ex-
pansion points at f = 0Hz and f = 500Hz to the original sys-
tem with all possible inputs. This leads to an extremely small
relative error in the frequency domain for the both reference
systems. Figure 3 illustrates the elastic deformation for the
reference solutions. Both reference configurations show the
same behavior. If the force acts between two nodes of the fi-
nite element mesh, the projection matrix is determined by in-
terpolation of the information at the neighboring nodes. Due
to the fact that the nodes do not contain rotational degrees
of freedom and the local finite element shape functions are
linear, the results show nonphysical heightening between the
nodes. This behavior does not come from the physics of the
system but rather from the discretization.
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Fig. 3. Elastic deformation of the moved marker for two reference
solutions

One model reduction approach without concerning the
acting forces in model reduction is the modal truncation.
The unsatisfactory quality of modally reduced systems is de-
picted in Figure 4 for two reduction dimensions r = 370 and
r = 900.

We also examine a model reduction technique which
will be combined later on with the approximation of the in-
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Fig. 4. Elastic deformation of moved marker for modally reduced
systems in comparison with the reference solution

put matrix. For this purpose, we apply a modification of the
SO-IRKA [32] presented in [22] to the system with the not
approximated input matrix. To improve the approximation
properties of the reduced model, we repeat the modified SO-
IRKA with random initial values to get the projection matri-
ces VVV 1, . . . ,VVV s and compute the singular value decomposition
of [VVV 1, . . . ,VVV s] to obtain a final projection matrix. Compared
to the modally truncated model of order r = 900, the Krylov-
reduced system even with r = 150 degrees of freedom repre-
sents the original dynamics better, see Figure 5. The reduced
model of order r = 520 is very close to the reference solu-
tion. Note that still a large number of reduced elastic degrees
of freedom is necessary to generate qualitatively satisfying
reduced elastic bodies.
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Fig. 5. Elastic deformation of moved marker for the reduced models
computed by the modified SO-IRKA in comparison with the reference
solution and the modal reduced system

4.3 Comparison of two model reduction approaches
We verify now two model reduction approaches for sys-

tems with moving load presented in Section 3.
In PMOR, the local reduced systems are generated with



the CMS approach with 10 eigenmodes and one static mode.
The static mode is chosen with the knowledge about the posi-
tion of the acting force and the direction of the force orthog-
onal to the surface of the cylinder. This is equivalent to the
sampling of the parameter space by using each possible sup-
port system. In the preparation of the local reduced systems
in the offline step, the correct input, which will appear in the
simulation of the moving load at the corresponding node, is
considered. In the online step, piecewise linear interpolation
of the reduced system matrices is performed, because the lo-
cal finite element shape functions are linear. Higher order in-
terpolation schemes, like cubic spline interpolation, improve
these results and require less sampled systems, see [25] for
detailed results.

The LLS approximation problem for the input matrix
is solved using two types of basis functions: the Legendre
polynomials [35] and the FEM cubic test functions [36] on
a coarse grid. The position of the rotating force is described
by a linear function with a constant angular velocity. For
model reduction of the approximated systems with n = 180
inputs, we employ the modified SO-IRKA as described in
the previous subsection.

The results for the different approximation methods for
the input matrix are given in Figure 6. The approximated
and reduced models contain nearly the same number of re-
duced elastic degrees of freedom. It is not possible to de-
termine a superior method for these reduction sizes because
both models show a very similar behavior. For comparison,
we also present in Figure 6 the results for the reduced-order
model obtained by the interpolation of the local reduced sys-
tem matrices. Due to the relatively slow movement of the
acting force, the results of the interpolated system are ex-
act, when the force is acting at the finite element nodes. If
the force acts between the nodes, the interpolated reduced
system does not show the distinctive heightening because all
information of the reduced system, including the system ma-
trices, are interpolated.
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Fig. 6. Elastic deformation of moved marker for the interpolated re-
duced system and two approximated and reduced systems in com-
parison with the reference solution

The reduced systems with more than 350 degrees of
freedom generated by the approximation of the input matrix
are relatively large and it is interesting to consider systems of
smaller dimension. Therefore, the approximated systems are
reduced to r = 100 and compared among themselves and the
systems obtained by other methods. The deformations of the
reduced systems without approximation of the input matrix
are depicted in Figure 7. One can see that the reduction with-
out approximation provides reduced models with nearly the
same quality as modally reduced systems with nine times the
number of elastic degrees of freedom. This shows the large
benefit regarding the inputs although an exact solution at the
FE nodes is not achievable with one representative model
with r = 100.
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Fig. 7. Elastic deformation of moved marker for the system without
approximation of the input matrix reduced by the modified SO-IRKA
to the smaller dimension in comparison with the interpolated reduced
system, the modally reduced system and the reference solution

The input approximation combined with model reduc-
tion leads to the results in Figure 8. The Legendre polyno-
mial approximation shows worse results than the approxima-
tion based on the FEM basis functions. The fact that model
reduction without approximation and with the LLS approx-
imation of the input matrix gives similar results means that
the error of model reduction exceeds the approximation error.
This shows once again that the quality of reduced mechani-
cal systems with moving pointal loads highly depends on the
inputs. Therefore, it is very difficult to determine systems
with few degrees of freedom which represent the dynamics
for all inputs.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented two model reduction

approaches for elastic bodies with moving loads. Such prob-
lems lead to large systems with the input and output matrices
depending on a time-varying parameter describing the posi-
tion of the acting forces. In the first approach, we have as-
sumed that the parameter is time-independent and applied the
parametric model reduction method based on matrix interpo-
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Fig. 8. Elastic deformation of moved marker for smaller reduced
systems with and without approximation of the input matrix in com-
parison with the interpolated reduced system and the reference so-
lution

lation [18]. In the second approach, we have supposed that
the force position is known yielding a parameter-independent
system with the time-varying input and output matrices. The
input matrix was approximated in the least squares sense
providing an approximate system with a time-invariant in-
put matrix. Thereby, it is important to keep the number of
columns in the new input matrix as small as possible. The
resulting system was then approximated by a reduced-order
model using the modified SO-IRKA.

The both approaches were examined for the model of the
thin-walled cylinder with a rotating force. On the one hand,
the parametric interpolation method shows excellent results
for the very small reduced models. On the other hand, the
approach based on the input matrix approximation can de-
termine a system which provides qualitatively satisfying re-
duced system without any necessity of interpolation. Often,
a higher number of elastic degrees of freedom are necessary.
Thus, the both model reduction methods are of interest in the
simulation of elastic systems subjected to moving loads.

In future developments, moving loads and interactions
in elastic multibody systems including rigid body motions
will be investigated.
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